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RPF Exporter
Exporting Prerequisites
The RPF Exporter requires the input image to be a georeferenced image. To use the CIB option, an
8-bit grayscale image is expected as the input. CADRG requires a PseudoColor or Multispectral
(multi-layered) image as input.

RPF Export Preferences
The RPF Exporter requires that some defaults be set up in the Imagine Preference editor before
creating files. From the Imagine Preference Editor, select the category RPF Export Parameters

Preferences

•
•

•

•
•
•

NIMA Producer ID Your NIMA-supplied Producer ID.
CIB Rescale File This is a standardized file for the conversion of true eight-bit data (in the
range 0-255) to be rescaled to the RPF standard range of 0-215. (Within an RPF file, 40
colors are reserved for the client viewer application). This CIB Rescale file takes the same
form as the Lookup file used for CADRG colortable production (See the Colortable Tab
section).
World Wide CIB Rescale Table This is the standardized grayscale lookup, which is stored
inside the CIB frame to expand the data, stored in the range 0-216, to 216 values in the
range 0-255. Although these two files are standardized for all CIBs, the files are editable
text files so that in the future they can be updated or changed to accommodate specialized
CIB production.
Default Parameters File This file will be loaded by the RPF exporter dialog, allowing the
you to “automatically fill in” the default parameters that are used repeatedly.
Auto Generate RPF a.toc If this box is checked then an a.toc (RPF table of contents file)
will be created when the export is finished.
Auto remove temp files If this box is checked, all temporary files (the RPF attributes,
colortables, etc.) will be deleted when the export is completed.

The Preference Editor is provided with every ERDAS IMAGINE license.
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RPF Exporter
The RPF Exporter is started from the Import/Export dialog by selecting the CIB, CADRG or RPF
options of the Export Types. The user will then be able to select a file to export.

NOTE: The Output File dialog is automatically filled in when an Input file is selected, This
Output file is not created, but the RPF product will be created in the directory selected..
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Export RPF Tool
The Export RPF dialog features a file menu, a tab sheet and three buttons across the bottom. The
Export button takes all the information from the RPF Exporter dialog and produces an attribute file
(rpf.att) in the temporary directory. This file is then passed along with the source image, the temp
directory and the output directory to the ExportRPF application. The ExportRPF application
processes the image and produces the RPF frame files.
The File Menu has the following options:
• Load Parameters Allows the export parameters to be loaded from an existing attribute
file.
• Save Parameters Saves the export parameters to an attribute file.
• Save as Default Parameters Saves the export parameters as the “default” parameters with
which the Export dialog will startup.
• Do Export Starts the Export process (same as the “Export” button).
• Close Closes the Dialog (same as the “Close” button).
The attribute file that the “Load Parameters” menu option uses is the same format as the “Export”
button produces. This file can be moved from the temporary directory and renamed for use latter. In
addition, the “Load Attributes” and “Load Coverages”, as described below, also use this same format.
The difference being that the “Load Attributes” and “Load Coverages” options only read their
appropriate data and that they append the lists. The “Load Parameters” option from the menu will
clear all lists and only load the parameters within the file chosen. For convenience, the user can use
this option to fill in any information that is repeated between RPF Exports routines by saving the
attribute file with “Save Parameters”. The user can then load these common parameters before
filling in any optional or missing parameter fields that are specific to that export session. By using
the “Save as Default Parameters,” the attribute file will be saved to the file named in the preferences
and auto-loaded each time the exporter is started.
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RPF Info Tab

The RPF Info Tab allows the user to set the basic qualities for the RPF product to be produced. The
input file is the ERDAS IMAGINE .img file (or other IMAGINE-supported raster type) to be
exported. The RPF type can be set to either CIB or CADRG. The Governing Specification is shown
to the right of the RPF type. The Security parameters can be set via pull down lists. The Scale is also
set here. The Scale for a CIB can be 1, 2, 5 or 10 meter. For a CADRG various scales are available,
either at relative or city graphics scales. For a CADRG, the checkbox determines whether the
relative or city graphics scale is used. The Resample Method pull-down specifies which resampling
method to the image when changing to the RPF output scale. NOTE: It is usually inappropriate to
use any option other than Nearest Neighbor when exporting a pseudocolor image. The RPF
Version Number will specify which version of the RPF product you are outputting (this is used to
produce the frame file names).
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NITF Tab

The NITF tab has two tabs of its own: one for the main header information and one for the security
options.
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Color Table Tab

You will only need to change the information in the Color Table tab if you are creating CADRG
files. When producing a CIB, there are no options here. All CIB files share the same worldwide
grayscale table (an ASCII text file with the standard values). This file is provided with the RPF
Exporter. You could select your own grayscale table via the RPF Export preferences.
When producing a CADRG, this tab allows the user to create the primary and additional color tables
used for the RPF file. By selecting the AutoGenerate Files box, all of the Colortable will be
automatically generated for you when the export is run. If the input file is multispectral (has more
then one layer), the user must select which bands to use.
The Use Data Stretch option allows the user to perform a contrast stretch upon pixel values during
export and might be desirable if the software to which you are exporting cannot enhance the contrast.
The Use Existing Colortables allows the user to select pre-existing colortables from the file system.
The Color File used here are the same that are used by NIMA’s supplied imgquant application. See
the Appendix for an example Color File.
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Attributes Tab

The Attributes tab allows the user to specify the attributes to be included with the RPF frames.
Clicking the Add Attribute button brings up the Add Attribute dialog. Attributes can be removed by
selecting the attribute and clicking the Remove Attribute button. To remove all attributes, click the
Clear All Attributes button. If an attribute file is selected in the Import Attributes file selector,
then the attributes from that text file will be added to the list.

From this dialog, an attribute can be selected from a popup list (see Mil-STD-2144-1 for a full list of
attributes and parameters). When the attribute is selected, the dialog will prompt for the appropriate
parameters (which are attribute type dependant). If the Coverage box is checked, the current attribute
will only apply to the user-defined explicit area coverage. For instructions on building the list of
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coverages, see the Coverage section. If the coverage box is not checked, the attribute applies to the
entire RPF product.
Coverages Tab

The Coverages tab allows the user to setup the explicit areal coverages for the RPF product. The
explicit areal coverages are geographical areas (as defined by its points), which can contain specific
attributes (see the Add Attributes section). This coverage list shows the titles of the coverages.
NOTE: These titles are for organizational purposes within the GUI and are not written to the RPF
files.
Clicking on individual coverages in the Coverages list displays all the points associated with that
coverage in the Points list. Clicking the Add Coverage button opens the Add Coverage dialog.
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The Add Coverage dialog shows the list of points, the coverage label and a file selector. The Points
list is an editable list of points within the coverage. Add or Edit points by placing the cursor in this
list and typing. It is important to maintain the “Lat, Lon;” syntax. The semicolon (;) at the end of
each line is critical. If you choose an .img file with the From Image bounding box, the corner
points of the image will be added to the list.
NOTE: These points are projected or reprojected into the Geographic LAT/LON projection system.
An RPF coverage is a closed polygon; therefore the last point and the first point are the same. By
placing a check in the Auto Close Coverages checkbox duplicates and appends the first point, thus
closing the coverage.
Coverages can be selected by clicking on the coverage name. To delete a coverage, select the
coverage and then click the Remove Coverage button. The Clear Coverage button will remove all
coverages from the list. By selecting the coverage name and clicking the Reset Points button, the
coverage can be loaded into the Add Coverage dialog for editing.
Finally, if an attribute file is selected with the Import from Att File chooser, all the coverages from
the chosen attribute file will be appended to the coverage list.

Export RPF Legend or Overview
There is a separate option under the Import/Export Dialog that allows the exporting of RPF Legend
or Overview images. Selecting this option and choosing an input file and an output name, an RPF
Legend or Overview frame can be created.
The Input file should be no more than 1536 pixels in width and 1536 pixels in height. The RPF
Legend or Overview exporter will only export the first 1536x1536 pixels it reads from the input
image. If your input image is less then 1536x1536, the export will fill in the rest of the frame with
transparent pixels. NOTE: An RPF Overview image has no geographic coordinates; therefore, all
projection information is ignored.
By standard, Legend or Overview frames have specific locations in the RPF product. A legend frame
goes into a directory named “LEGEND” directly under the “RPF” root directory. An RPF Overview
frame goes into the “RPF” root directory. In addition, by spec, these files have an output-naming
format. Each frame must have an eight-character name and a specific extension. For legend frames
the extension is .lg#, with the ‘#’ being replaced by the zone of the product to which the legend
applies. Overview frames have the extension of .ov# or .ovr, with the ‘#’ being replaced by the zone
of the product to which the overview applies.
The options in the Export RPF Legend or Overview are a subset of the options from the RPF exporter
and are operated in the same manner.
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Make RPF TOC

The Make RPF TOC tool allows the user to select a directory and produce an A.TOC RPF table of
contents file for all RPF frames under this directory. The Make RPF TOC tool is started from
IMAGINE's DataPrep Menu.

Click here to create or
replace an existing
RPF TOC

The Make RPF TOC tool will descend all subdirectories under the selected directory and build the
table of contents of all RPF frame files it finds. It is therefore possible to mix frames files built from
the exporter with frames found within various other RPF products into a new RPF product. This can
be done by moving all interested frames into one directory (the user is not limited as to number or
depth of subdirectories used here) and running the Make RPF TOC tool over the directory. The
Make RPF TOC tool checks the RPF output directory preference and will by default place the
A.TOC file in the lowest RPF directory it finds. If this directory is not correct, the user can use the
standard IMAGINE File Chooser to browse to the correct RPF directory and create a file called
a.TOC.
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Appendix
Input Color File
The input colortable files are text files. A colortable is started by giving the number of colors in the
table and the number of colors per entry. 216 3 denotes that the table has 216 colors, each with three
values (in RBG order). The RGB values are scaled from 0 to 255. A standard CADRG has three
colortables: a 216 colortable, a 32 colortable and a 16 colortable. The Color Conversion Tables come
after the colortables and allow a lookup from the 216 colortable to one of the reduced (32 or 16)
colortables. The color conversion table starts with the line CCT 216 1. The "CCT" denotes that a
color conversion table follows, the "216" tells how many entries the color conversion table has (this
should be the same number as the main color table, 216 in the case of CADRG) and the "1" gives the
number of the color conversion table. Following the CCT line is a list of entries; these are the closest
colors from the reduced colortable that match the colors from the main colortable.
216
160
144
160
152
180
...
..
.
CCT
10
11
10
11
6
...
..
.
CCT
2
3
2
7
2
...
..
.

3
172
152
160
160
184

108
152
100
172
112

216 1

216 2
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